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 This research work aims to discuss the methodology of using the drone-based data 
in the initial steps of the exploration program for the dimension stone deposits. A high-
resolution imaging is performed by a low-cost commercial drone at the Emperador 
marble quarry, Kerman province, Iran. A ground resolution of 3 cm/pix is achieved by 
imaging at an altitude of 70 m in order to ensure the precise lithological and structural 
mapping. An accuracy of less than 5 cm is promised for the 3D photogrammetric 
products. Hence, the flight is performed with an 80% front and a 70% lateral image 
overlap. Furthermore, 18 ground control points (GCPs) are used in order to meet the 
required accuracy. Photogrammetric processing is done by the Agisoft PhotoScan 
software. The geology map is prepared through the visual geo-interpretation of the 
orthophoto image. The faults and fractures are delineated using the high-resolution 
orthophoto and hill-shade model in the ArcGIS software. Accordingly, the density map 
of fractures is produced, and the deposit is divided into five structural zones. The 3D 
deposit model with an accuracy of 2.8 cm is reconstructed based on the digital 
elevation model (DEM). A primary block model is generated using the 3D deposit 
model in the Datamine software in order to determine the resource for each structural 
zone. Finally, considering the amount of resource and situation of fractures, the 
priority of exploration for developing activities and appropriate methods is defined for 
each structural zone. The research work results have convinced us to include drone-
based imagery in the initial steps of dimension stone exploration to consume the time 
and cost of the operation. 
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1. Introduction  
Recent advances in the unmanned aerial system 

(UAS) technology and the development of 
photogrammetric processing methods have led to 
the increasing use of low-cost commercial drones 
in mining activities [1-4]. Reducing the operating 
costs, ease of use, and quick examination of an area 
have provided more opportunities for drones in 
order to participate in various parts of mining 
operations. This contribution covers almost all 
mining activities, from mineral exploration to mine 
closure and reclamation [5]. 

During the last decades, the remote sensing 
technology has served as an effective tool for 

mineral exploration using airborne and space-
borne sensors. Now is the time to observe more 
contributions of remote sensing by offering the 
low-cost and high-quality UAV data in the 
reconnaissance and prospecting phases of mineral 
exploration campaigns. In the recent years, the 
drones equipped with spectral and geophysical 
instruments have been used for geological mapping 
and mineral exploration. Szentpeteril et al. [1] have 
utilized a quadcopter for pit mapping and 3D 
geological mapping in an open-cast mine in 
Malaysia. Blistan et al. [6] have conducted the 
lithological mapping of the inaccessible parts of a 
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perlite mine in a mining area, Slovakia. Parvar et 
al. [7] have accomplished a magnetometry survey 
for localizing magnetic anomalies associated with 
host rocks of chromite mineralization in Oman. 
Malehmir et al. [8] have evaluated the potential of 
drone-based magnetometry for the exploration of 
iron ore deposits in central Sweden. Cunningham 
et al. [9] have identified a weak magnetic anomaly 
of a Zn deposit using the drone-based data in 
Canada. Kirsch et al. [2] have performed 
geological and hydrothermal alteration mapping 
using a drone equipped with hyperspectral sensors 
in Germany. Walter et al. [10] have compared the 
results of heliborne and drone-based magnetometry 
in the Shebandowan Greenstone Belt, Canada. This 
comparison indicated that the high-resolution 
magnetic data acquired by drones could aid in 
delineating the structural features related to gold 
mineralization. Dujoncquoy et al. [11] have 
applied the drone-based photogrammetric models 
for oil and gas exploration in Spain. Heincke et al. 
[12] have used hyperspectral imaging and 
magnetometry through multi-copter and fixed-
wing platforms for geological and geophysical 
survey in Central Finland. The multi-copter system 
provided the data with a higher resolution, while 
the fixed-wing UAS surveyed the same area in a 
shorter time. Honarmand and Shahriari [13] have 
used the drone-based photogrammetric products 
for the exploration of vein-type Cu mineralization 
in Iran.  

The limited flight time due to the capacity and 
weight of batteries has caused to use drones, 
especially of multirotor types, in the local-scale 
surveying objectives. Underexplored deposits and 
mines are appropriate places for drone imagery in 
order to handle issues in the field of monitoring 
mining activities, supervising safety conditions, 
expanding mineral exploration, etc. [2, 13, 14-18]. 
Drones provide accurate and high-resolution data 
for reconstructing the 3D geological models of 
deposits and up-dating geology data for 
continuously revising the in-used geological 
models of open-cast mines [1, 6, 11].  

This research work aims to show the capability 
of drones for generating high-resolution products, 

managing the exploration activities, and estimating 
the resource of dimension stones in the first steps 
of mineral exploration campaigns. The Emperador 
marble quarry in the Kerman province, Iran, was 
selected as the case study. The rugged topography 
of the quarry has made difficulties for terrestrial 
mapping and developing fieldwork across the 
deposit. Drone-based imagery was thus used to 
facilitate geological and structural mapping. The 
technical aspects of aerial surveys are described. 
The method of deriving crucial information from 
the photogrammetric products is expressed. 
Finally, it is explained how to specify the 
exploratory zones and prioritize them based on the 
drone-based products. 

2. Geology of studied area 

The Sanandaj–Sirjan Zone (SSZ) is a 
metamorphic belt between the cities of Sirjan in the 
south-east and Sanandaj in the north-west of Iran 
(Figure 1). The metamorphism is related to the 
Zagros orogeny, and involves the metamorphic 
core of the Zagros continental collision zone in 
western Iran [19]. The lithology has been defined 
as the dominant rocks of Mesozoic age and 
Palaeozoic rocks, which rarely exhibit exposure in 
the south-east [19-20]. SSZ has been divided into 
two inner and outer belts [19]. The inner belt 
comprises mainly of Mesozoic metamorphic rocks. 
The outer belt of imbricate thrust slices involves 
the Zagros suture (radiolarite, Bisotun, ophiolite, 
and marginal sub-zones, which consist of 
Mesozoic deep-marine sediments, shallow-marine 
carbonates, oceanic crust, and volcanic arc, 
respectively). Another sub-division has been 
suggested by Eftekharnejad [21], who defined two 
sub-divisions, namely North SSZ and South SSZ, 
separated in the Golpaygan area. The south SSZ 
has been characterized by rock deformation in the 
Late Cretaceous. Furthermore, it was intruded by 
many felsic intrusive rocks. Rock deformation and 
metamorphism happened during the Middle to Late 
Triassic in the South SSZ [21-22]. Then SSZ was 
affected by an intense deformation until the end of 
the Cretaceous. 
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Figure 1. Simplified tectonic map of south-eastern Iran including Sanandaj-Sirjan zone [19]. 

The northwest-southeast trending SSZ includes 
several elongate sub-zones, namely complexly 
deformed, marginal, ophiolite, Bisotun, and 
radiolarite sub-zones [19]. The Emperador marble 
quarry, north-western of the Orzuieh geology map, 
is situated in the radiolarite sub-zone [23]. The 
radiolarite sub-zone involves the Triassic–
Cretaceous limestone and dominant radiolarite. 
Figure 2 shows the location of the studied area in 
the north-western of the Orzuieh geology map. 
Based on the Orzuieh geology map, thin to medium 

bedded limestone, sandy and silty clay flat, and 
alluvial deposit are the dominant geological units. 

Figure 3 presents the geology map of the 
Emperador marble quarry. The map was initially 
prepared based on the visual geo-interpretation of 
acquired images, and finalized after a geological 
survey. The geology is described as the Paleogene 
carbonate rocks and Quaternary alluvial deposits. 
Carbonate rocks experienced some degree of 
regional metamorphism. Dolomitic limestone is 
commonly seen in the Emperador quarry area.  
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Figure 2. Regional geology map of studied area [23]. 
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Figure 3. Geology map of studied area using drone-based photogrammetry. 

The Emperador marble quarry has been opened 
using the diamond wire cutting method in one 
working bench (Figure 4a). Emperador marble is a 
kind of dark (or light) brown dolomitized limestone 
with white secondary calcite in the form of crystals 

and veins (Figures 4b and 4c). The mineralogical 
studies through the thin section and XRD 
introduced dolomite, calcite, and quartz as the main 
minerals (Figure 4d and 4e). No valuable metal or 
compound was delineated by XRF analysis. 
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Figure 4. (a) Quarry face, (b) an extracted block and appearance of marble stone, (c) a hand specimen for 

mineralogical studies, and (d) a thin section (Ca: calcite), and (e) XRD result. 

3. Material and Methods 

In this research work, several types of 2D and 3D 
photogrammetric products were used in order to 
assist the primary evaluation of the Emperador 
marble quarry. The 2D products must ensure an 
appropriate ground resolution for extracting the 
geological boundary and structural features 
precisely. The 3D deposit models are a vital basis 

for the future mine plans that seek promised 
accuracy. Thus flight planning has an essential role 
in meeting the technical requirements of the 
project. The workflow of the research work is 
presented in Figure 5. Based on this figure, the 
photogrammetric products are used for creating 
different 2D and 3D products in order to assist the 
mineral exploration operations in the studied area. 

 
Figure 5. Workflow of research work. 
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3.1. Surveying plan and data acquisition 
Image acquisition was conducted using a DJI 

Phantom 4 Pro V2.0. The platform is a lightweight 
commercial drone that has experienced successful 
missions in the geological studies [1, 2, 6, 11, 13, 
24]. The drone carries a built-in CMOS camera on 
a stabilized gimbal. The camera captures high-
resolution RGB images appropriate for the high-
resolution imagery tasks such as geological and 
structural mapping [11, 13, 24].  

In this research work, the geological and 
structural information was proposed to be derived 
from the photogrammetry products. The 3D 
models were developed for estimating the resource. 
Image acquisition is technically engaged with the 
flight parameters in order to ensure the desired 
quality of the 2D and 3D photogrammetric 
products. The spatial resolution and accuracy of 
products are two critical issues that are defined 
based on the project objectives, which are affected 
by flight settings.  

Low altitude imagery results in an increase in the 
spatial resolution. However, it produces a larger 
volume of data, and consumes more operational 
time. Economically, low altitude imagery is 
applied on a local scale (e.g. deposit scale). Dai et 
al. [24] have evaluated the effect of drone altitude 
on the operational cost and spatial resolution. They 
accomplished geological mapping at a height of 50 
m for the key areas using a DJI Phantom 4 Pro. 
Honarmand and Shahriari [13] have satisfied the 
geological and structural mapping with a flight 
height of 70 m by a DJI Phantom 4 Pro V2.0. They 
achieved a spatial resolution of 3.26 cm/pix for 
enhancing the geological boundaries and structural 
lineaments.  In this work, the flight was performed 
at an altitude of 70 m. The spatial resolution of the 
CMOS camera was calculated using a binary 
(discrete) Siemens star target on a flat surface [13, 
25-27].  

The promised accuracy of the photogrammetry 
products was ensured by considering an 
appropriate image overlap and the use of ground 
control points (GCPs). The accuracy of the data 
acquired by non-RTK (real-time kinematic) drones 
is often improved using GCPs. The design of the 
flight path was performed in the DJIGo software. 
In order to achieve a total accuracy of less than 5 
cm, the lateral and forward overlaps of 70% and 
80% were, respectively, considered. This flight 
configuration was supported by a set of temporary 
GCPs in the shape of red crosses. The coordinate 
of GCPs was specified using a pair of SOUTH 
Galaxy G1+ receivers based on a ground-based 

real-time kinematic-differential global positioning 
system (RTK-DGPS). The evaluation of the overall 
accuracy was done using four check-points. 

3.2. Photogrammetric processing 
Photogrammetric processing provides a variety 

of products such as the high-resolution 2D raster 
images (orthomosaic or orthophoto), terrain 
models (digital surface models and digital terrain 
models), and 3D models (point clouds and mesh) 
[28]. The high-resolution orthophoto images are 
applied for deriving the features (e.g. lithological 
and structural mapping), while dense-point cloud 
model and DEM are used for the 3D modeling. In 
this research work, the photogrammetric 
processing was done using the Agisoft PhotoScan 
v1.4.4 software. A sparse-point cloud model was 
established using the acquired images and the 
camera positions file. The camera positions were 
optimized using the coordinates of GCPs in order 
to create an accurate dense-point cloud model [13, 
18]. A mesh model was reconstructed based on the 
dense-point cloud, and was used for generating the 
orthophoto image. The geological features were 
extracted from the orthophoto images based on the 
visual interpretation in the ArcGIS 10.3 software. 
A hill-shade model was produced using the 
orthophoto image in the ArcGIS 10.3 software to 
help enhance the structural features.  

3.3. 3D modeling and generating primary block 
model  

Reconstructing the 3D models of the surficial 
deposits could help manage the exploration 
activities by optimizing the fieldworks, and 
consequently, the time and cost of the operation. 
These models can be used in the future mine 
design and mine planning if they are geometrically 
accurate. The 3D photogrammetric products such 
as the point-clouds, mesh models, and digital 
elevation models (DEM) are directly obtained 
during the photogrammetric processing. The mesh 
model and DEM were produced from the dense-
point cloud in the Agisoft PhotoScan software. 
DEM was imported to the Datamine software in 
order to build an empty wireframe. The trace of 
large fractures and deposit limits were imported to 
the Datamine software as the vector format and 
placed on the wireframe. The sub-surface limit was 
built and added to the wireframe. The primary 
block model of the quarry was established based on 
the wireframe. The established block model was 
used in order to estimate the resource in the deposit 
sub-zones.  
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3.4. Fieldwork and laboratory studies 
The value of the dimension stones is due to their 

appearance, physical properties, and potential of 
producing rectangular blocks of suitable 
dimensions [29]. Accordingly, rock sampling was 
done during the geological survey in order to 
prepare the specimens for the mineralogical, 
physical, and geo-mechanical studies. The 
mineralogy was studied by thin section and XRD. 
The XRF analysis was undertaken to investigate 
the presence or absence of the valuable metals and 
compounds. The geo-mechanical properties were 
examined by several rock mechanics tests. The 
Brazilian tensile strength (BTS) and point-load 
strength index (PLSI) were examined using three 
samples. The average of 4.65 and 3.91 MPa was 
estimated for BTS and PLSI, respectively. Due to 
the rough topography of the quarry, a limited 
terrestrial fracturing survey was performed through 
a scan-line parallel to the quarry face. The 
dominating fracture set exhibited an average dip 
and dip direction of 70/195. 

4. Results and Discussion 
4.1. Geological and structural mapping 

The exploitability of the dimension stones is 
controlled by the structural features such as 
discontinuities, faults, and fractures. A terrestrial 
fracturing survey is a common approach to 
determine the specifications of fractures, zones of 
significant weakness, and geometry of the rock 
blocks. The Emperador marble quarry represents a 
rough topography that prevents a complete 
geological surveying and terrestrial mapping. The 
geological and fracturing surveys thus are limited 
to safe places where the topography allows 
measurements. In such a circumstance, the drones 
could offer a particular solution to overcome the 
difficulties of gathering the geological and 
structural information. The spatial resolution of the 
acquired images is a decisive parameter for 
outlining the boundary of geological units and 
specifying the structural lineaments such as the 
faults and fractures. Hence, the flight must be 
conducted at an appropriate altitude in order to 
ensure the desired spatial resolution.  

The flight was performed by DJI Phantom 4 Pro 
V2.0. A total of 328 images were captured at an 
altitude of 70 m using the original in-built CMOS 
camera (effective pixels: 20M). By implementing 
the Siemens star target, a ground resolution of 3.08 
cm/pix was calculated for the 2D photogrammetric 
products i.e. orthophoto image. Figure 6a shows 
the orthophoto (orthomosaic) image of the studied 
area. The orthophoto image was visually 
interpreted to produce the geology map of the 
studied area (Figure 3).  

In order to facilitate evaluating the resource, the 
supposed deposit is usually divided into several 
geological or structural zones. Separating the 
deposit into several parts can also aid project 
management by prioritizing the exploration areas. 
Marble is the only dimension stone in the studied 
area. Therefore, the deposit was structurally 
separated considering the structural features. The 
high-resolution orthophoto image and hill-shade 
model were used for extracting the fractures across 
the deposit. Figure 6a displays the enhanced 
fractures on the deposit surface. The deposit was 
partitioned into five zones, namely A, B, C, D, and 
E, considering the location of large fractures. The 
density of fractures is one of the structural 
specifications that defines the exploitability of 
dimension stones [29, 30]. Due to the lack of core 
samples in the studied area, the surficial density 
map of fractures was created in order to specify the 
zones of severe weakness (Figure 6b). The density 
map is appropriate for determining the surficial 
variation of the fractures and recognizing the 
favorable zones. Thus the priority of structural 
zones can be defined for developing the 
exploration activities.  In the next steps of the 
exploration work, the fracture densities should be 
evaluated by modeling the fractures in the 3D 
space after conducting core drilling. Based on 
Figure 6b, the zones A, B, and D exhibit a low 
fracture density, while zone C shows high-density 
anomalies. The low density of the fractures in zone 
E is due to the lack of rock outcrops. The rock 
outcrops in zone E have mainly been covered by in 
situ or placer sediments. According to the defined 
zones, the strike of fractures was determined using 
the rose diagrams. All the rose diagrams remarked 
a major fracture set with an N5E strike (Figure 6C).  
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Figure 6. (a) Orthophoto image showing distribution of fractures, (b) hill-shade model and density map of 

fractures, and (c) rose diagram of different zones annotated on Figure 6b (except zone E due to lack of outcrops). 

4.2. 3D deposit modeling 
The geological block models are widely used as 

a basis for the engineering design and production 
management of mines. Block models are 
developed at the end of the exploration campaign 
for estimating the ore deposit and conducting the 
feasibility studies. If the deposit can structurally or 
geologically be divided into several zones, the 
individual block models can be created. In the case 
of marble stone deposits, where no ore grade is 
defined, reserve estimation is performed based on 
the quality indicators [31, 32]. Quality can be 
defined as the visual or physical aspects such as 
color, texture, and fractures [31]. All the quality 
parameters are examined through the performing 
geological surveys, logging the drillhole samples, 
and surveying the quarry faces, and can be 
employed for reconstructing the block model [31]. 
Finally, the reserve estimation can be done using 
the geo-statistical analysis [32]. 

The exploration activities in the Emperador 
marble quarry involve a limited geological survey 

and a small quarry bench. No drillhole was 
available, and the variation of the quality 
parameters was unknown. Thanks to the highly 
accurate 3D photogrammetric products, 
reconstructing a primary block model was 
undertaken in order to predict the resource 
largeness of five structural zones. The amount of 
resources and the situation of fracture densities 
(Figure 6b) are two factors for selecting the 
favorable zones for developing fieldwork. This 
knowledge results in better managing the project to 
save time and cost. This idea is practical in the 
beginning steps of an exploration campaign of non-
metallic surficial deposits during a high-reliable 
cost-effective procedure when using the drone 
imagery. The drone-based photogrammetry can 
satisfy this task quickly with a low operating cost. 
In this work, a high-accurate 3D deposit model of 
the Emperador marble quarry was developed in 
order to create a primary block model in the initial 
steps of the mineral exploration program. High 
accuracy of the primary block model enables 
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generating an economic block model in the quarry 
planning stage.  

4.2.1. Accuracy assessment of 3D models 

Drone-based photogrammetry has facilitated 
reconstructing the 3D models for the deposits and 
open-cut mines in the recent years [16, 33-36]. The 
final products of photogrammetric processing i.e. 
dense-point cloud, mesh model, and DEM are 3D 
data that could be upgraded to reconstruct the 3D 
geological models or block the models of deposits. 
Thus the geometric accuracy of the 3D models is a 

concern from the mine designing and planning 
viewpoint. In this research work, 70% side and 
80% front overlap combined with 18 GCPs were 
considered to ensure the desired accuracy. Figure 
7a displays the distribution of GCPs in an area of 
0.27 km2. In order to evaluate the geometric 
accuracy, four check-points were employed. Table 
1 presents the root mean square errors (RMSE) of 
GCPs. The RMSE of 3.14 was estimated for the 
check-points (Table 1). Figure 7b shows the 
reconstructed DEM of the Emperador marble 
quarry with a resolution of 12.3 cm/pix.  

Table 1. RMSE of GCPs and Checkpoints (X - Easting, Y - Northing, Z – Altitude). 
Point type Count X error (cm) Y error (cm) Z error (cm) Total (cm) 

GCP 18 1.60 1.01 2.10 2.83 
Check point 4 0.84 2.02 2.26 3.14 

 
Figure 7. (a) Distribution of GCPs and control points, and (b) digital model elevation of studied area. 

4.2.2. Reconstructing 3D models 
The deposit limits must be defined before 

reconstructing the 3D deposit model. The surficial 
boundary of the Emperador marble quarry was 
derived from the orthophoto image (based on 
Figure 6a). At depth, the boundary was created by 
an inclined surface (mean dip and dip direction of 
45/240) based on the marble bed specification. The 
trace of major fractures was marked on the surface 
of the 3D deposit model (wireframe). The 3D 
deposit model was established based on the quarry 
DEM in the Datamine software (Figure 8a). This 
3D model was utilized for generating the primary 
block model of the deposit (Figures 8a and 8b). 
Block size (6 m height with a cross-section of 3 m 

length and 2 m width) was specified based on the 
experience of quarrying in zone B. The block 
model was separately created for the zones A, B, 
C, and D. The large fractures presented in Figure 
6a were extended to the depth of the block model 
considering a 2 m buffer. The affected blocks by 
large fractures were ignored in estimating the 
resource. The rock density was considered about 
2.65 g/cm3 based on the laboratory report. The 
amount of resources was estimated at 295740, 
377225, 2157187, and 164851 metric tons for the 
zones A, B, C, and D, respectively. No block model 
was constructed for zone E due to the overlying 
sediments. Block size can be customized for each 
structural zone according to the quarry testing at 
the final stages of the exploration campaign.  
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Figure 8. (a) 3D deposit model (wireframe) containing block model, and (b) block model of the Emperador 

marble quarry. 

4.3. Exploration guidelines 

In this research work, the drone-based data was 
suggested to direct fieldwork and re-organize the 
operation. Using the drone-based data, a new 
scheme was planned for directing the exploration 
activities in the studied area. A routine workflow 
for the exploration of dimension stones can be 
defined as the desktop study, field investigation, 
detailed mapping, geophysics, core drilling, 
reserve evaluation, quarry testing, and test 
processing [29, 37]. Detailed mapping by a high-
resolution drone data led to dividing the marble 
deposit into five structural zones. This approach 
made it possible to manage the operation based on 
the prioritization of exploration in the structural 
zones. The density of fractures according to Figure 

6b and the amount of resources were considered as 
the basis for the implementation of the exploration 
priority.  

Although high-resolution drone imagery assisted 
the geological and structural mapping, more 
information must be collected about the marble bed 
geometry, appearance (color and texture) 
uniformity, presence or absence of discontinuities, 
etc. across the deposit. Thus a detailed geological 
and fracturing survey must be combined with 
information derived from boreholes and quarry 
testing. The non-destructive approaches such as 
geo-physical methods are preferred before 
conducting exploratory core drilling and opening 
the quarry, especially in the regions with 
environmental consideration. The Emperador 
marble quarry is located in a semi-arid region, 
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where the government imposes strict 
environmental regulations on the mining activities. 
Therefore, prospectors make special efforts to 
minimize surface degradation.  

Despite the enormous resource of zone C, the 
zones A and B were chosen as the top priority for 
developing the exploration activity due to less 
fracture density considering Figure 6b. The 
exploration activity should continue through 
terrestrial fracturing surveys in the zones A and B. 
Evaluating the status of fractures is necessary for 
zone A since the relevant rose diagram shows two 
perpendicular fracture sets (Figure 7C). Then core 
drilling must be undertaken to assess the situation 
of fractures, appearance, and thickness at depth. It 
is recommended to stop quarrying at zone B until 
completing the fracturing survey. Quarrying can be 
restarted after receiving promising results from 
core drilling. Since the quarry testing determines 
the actual block size, the block model can be 
revised to increase confidence in estimating the 
reserve.  

The highest fracture density belongs to zone C, 
where several large fractures have intersected the 
deposit. This zone is placed in the second-order for 
developing exploratory works due to the larger 
resource. Due to the high density of fractures, it is 
recommended to conduct a geo-radar survey 
(ground penetrating radar-GPR) before core 
drilling. Provided that the core drilling indicates an 
acceptable result, the current quarry face can 
extend from zone B towards zone C to perform test 
quarrying (Figures 6a and 6b). 

Zone D is located in the third-order because 
marble outcrops are buried by sediments in some 
parts. The result of the aerial fracturing survey 
(Figure 6b) could not convince us to undertake core 
drilling. A more geological survey is suggested 
before making any decision. A terrestrial fracturing 
survey must be done on the marble outcrops, and 
the thickness of sediments must be determined. 
Zone E, which was considered in the last, requires 
more field investigation. Large parts of the zone 
have been covered by in situ and placer sediments. 
It is essential to measure the thickness of the 
overburden. A combination of the core drilling and 
GPR techniques is recommended to evaluate the 
resource of zone E. 

5. Conclusions 
The Emperador marble quarry was surveyed 

using a lightweight commercial drone at the 
beginning of the mineral exploration program. The 
main objectives were defined as directing the 

activities based on the analysis of the drone-based 
data and predicting the amount of resource before 
entering the detail phase of exploration. The study 
of structures and discontinuities in dimension 
quarries is a vital task but maybe actually limited 
by rugged topography. Drones have the potential of 
producing high-resolution 2D products such as 
orthophoto images, which is appropriate for 
geological and structural mapping. The spatial 
resolution is affected by the sensor resolution and 
the flight altitude. A fight altitude of 70 m is 
recommended to reach a ground resolution of about 
3 cm/pix. This resolution satisfies the geological 
and structural mapping of the dimension stones.   

Preparing a precise geology map is vital for the 
dimension stone exploration. The geology map can 
be prepared through the visual interpretation of the 
orthophoto image. A high-resolution orthophoto 
image assists in specifying the geological units and 
defining the deposit boundary even in the 
inaccessible parts. Dividing the deposit into 
smaller structural or geological zones enables 
optimizing the operation by prioritizing the 
exploratory targets. This approach increases the 
chances of exploratory success. High-resolution 
orthophoto image and hill-shade model is 
suggested for structural mapping. The fractures can 
be extracted from the orthophoto and hill-shade 
model, and the density map of fractures should be 
created. Accordingly, a dimension stone deposit 
can be divided into several structural zones 
considering the location of large fractures. Then 
the structural zones can be prioritized based on the 
density of fractures, and appropriate methods can 
be implemented. This procedure helps manage the 
project, and direct the activities in order to increase 
the chance of exploration success and decrease the 
operation cost. 

High-accurate 3D products such as mesh models 
and DEMs are favorites for reconstructing the 3D 
deposit models. The model comprises the deposit 
limits and significant structural features. The 
accuracy level permits using the 3D deposit model 
for creating the block model in the final stage of the 
mineral exploration program. The main concern 
may be the promised accuracy of the 3D model, 
which is influenced by the flight parameters. This 
work showed that an accuracy of about 3 cm could 
be achieved by implementing 80% front and 70% 
side image overlap. It is recommended to use a grid 
of GCPs to maximize accuracy. In this research 
work, a primary block model was reconstructed in 
order to estimate the marble resource. Having 
information on the amount of the resource 
(estimated using the primary block model) along 
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with the status of fractures can assist in prioritizing 
the areas under exploration. The research results 
showed the efficiency of drones in carrying out and 
managing the exploratory project of surficial 
dimension stones.  
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  چکیده:

ستفاده از دادهدر نظر دارد  یقاتیکار تحق نیا صویک . را مورد بحث قرار دهد نما سنگ ریبرنامه اکتشاف ذخا هیدر مراحل اول پهپاد يهاروش ا وح با وض يربرداریت
 يربرداریبا تصو کسلیبر پ متریسانت 3 ینیزم قدرت تفکیک. شودیانجام م رانیدر معدن سنگ مرمر امپرادور، استان کرمان، ا متیارزان ق يباال توسط پهپاد تجار

ساختار یشناسسنگ يبرداراز نقشه نانیبه منظور اطم يمتر 70در ارتفاع  ست م قیدق يو   يگرامترمحصوالت فتو يمتر برا یسانت 5کمتر از  ی. دقتدیآیبه د
 ینینقطه کنترل زم 18 ن،ید. عالوه بر اگردیانجام م ریتصو یجانبطولی و  یهمپوشان ددرص 70درصد و  80رو، پرواز با  نی. از اشودگرفته می بر عهده يسه بعد

)GCPsتوسط نرم افزار  يشود. پردازش فتوگرامتریاستفاده م ازیبه دقت مورد ن یابی) به منظور دستAgisoft PhotoScan از  یشناس نید. نقشه زمپذیریانجام م
س قیطر صر ریتف صو يب ستگگرددتهیه میارتوفتو  ریت شک سل ها و  ستفاده از مدل ارتوفتو و  ی. گ شن-سایهها با ا ضوح باال در نرم افزار  رو س ArcGISبا و  میتر
سارشود. مدل سه بعدیم میتقس يساختار هیو کانسار به پنج ناح هیها ته یاساس، نقشه تراکم شکستگ نی. بر اشوندمی ساس  یسانت 8/2با دقت  ي کان متر بر ا

سازDEM( یرقوم یمدل ارتفاع سه بعد هیاول یمدل بلوک کی. گرددمی ي) باز ستفاده از مدل  ساربا ا  يمنبع برا تخمینبه منظور  Datamineدر نرم افزار  ي کان
ساختار سبم يهاها و روشتیتوسعه فعال ياکتشاف برا تیها، اولو یشکستگ تیمنبع و وضع زانیبا توجه به م تیشود. در نهایم دیتول يهر منطقه  هر  يبرا نا
حل را در مرا پهپادي به منظور صــرفه جویی در زمان و هزینه عملیات، تصــویربرداري ســازدمیما را متقاعد  ی،قاتیکار تحق جید. نتاگردیم فیتعر ناحیه ســاختاري

 .میبگنجان هاي نماف سنگاکتشا هیاول

  .رهیذخ نیتخم ،یمدل بلوک ،ي کانسارمدل سه بعد ،یتمعدن سنگ مرمر ،يفتوگرامتر ،يپهپاد تصویربرداري کلمات کلیدي:
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